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DESCRIPTION

ZOUCH WCT 3100 is a utility grade polycoated cloth duct tape, ideally suited for joining polythene and has many 
uses in the HVAC industry. This is our most popular cloth tape and has been the industry favourite for many years.

Available in the following colours: - Silver, black, white, red, blue, yellow, green, brown, orange, tan and olive. 

APPLICATIONS

 Duct sealing – covering joints in hot air and insulating material
 Fixing and holding of wires and cables, especially on �lm sets
 Heavy duty and export packaging for drum sealing and colour coding
 Double glazing unit sealing
 Masking applications
 Carpet joining and edging
 Colour coding and identi�cation
 Holding and �xing of cables and wires
 Joining and splicing applications
 Ideal for general purpose applications where added strength and performance is required

PRODUCT BENEFITS

 A good initial tack
 Good strength
 A good waterproof backing
     Good unwind
 A range of 11 colours makes it ideal duct tape for contractors
 Easy tear
 Peels o� easily after use
 Good low and high temperature performance
 Good all round performance Service Temperature -10 to 80 °C



 

TECHNICAL PROPERTIES

 Unit Nominal Value  Test Method
Tensile Strength N/cm      IEC 454-2

Adhesion to Steel N/cm   

Service Temperature ˚ IEC 454-2

STANDARD PRESENTATION

 Thickness 0.20mm
 Adhesive     100% solids, Natural Calendared Rubber
 Roll Width            19mm, 25mm, 38mm, 50mm, 75mm, 100mm
 Core: Cardboard
 Packaging: Bulk packed using interleaving sheets between layers

Note: Information on stock items, non standard sizes and lead times is available on request

RECOMMENDATIONS

The rolls should be stored �at on their cut edges in the original packaging, until required for use.
The product must be protected from dust, heat, moisture, direct sunlight and solvent fumes.
Service life will vary with conditions of use and is a�ected by climatic environment, but should not be less than
two years from date of manufacture, if stored in a moderate climate and good conditions.
Usage is recommended within one year
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Special Information
All data and technical information are based on laboratory tests or have been compiled from supplier information to the best of our knowledge. A 
guarantee that the values are complete and correct can however not be given. You are kindly requested to conduct your own tests to determine the 
suitability of our product for your applications. Our General Conditions answer any questions on guarantees and liabilities for these products insofar as 
no other legal regulations apply.  0 1/2008
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